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Modern Chinese exhibits a number of apparent syntax-semantics mismatches, giving rise to 
many examples with ‘fake possessives’ and ‘fake nominal quantifiers’, which pose non-trivial 
problems for a theory of syntax-semantics mapping and lead to other peculiar phenomena.  This 
article assumes a lexical decomposition approach and proposes a head-movement explanation of 
the apparent mismatches, according to which a verb moves out of a gerundive construction into a 
higher performative light verb position.  The proposal not only solves the apparent problems 
discussed, but is supported by several independent motivations and theoretical bonuses.  The 
paper also broaches the question of linguistic variation, showing that the observed phenomena 
are by-products of Modern Chinese as a highly analytic language. 
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(1)  ෰֥঺ഽ֤࢝ݺ 





(3)  a.  ෰֥ড౯յ֤ݺb 
b.  ୆֥འఄ༯֤ݖ෰Ĥ 
c.  ෲ֥ૂದીቓӮb 




(4)  a.  ෰֥๨ؿ৘֤҂հb 
b.  ෲ֥ཷቓ֤ݺुb 
c.  ෰֥ઔఎ֤ޓ৆b 
 
                                                 

















(5)  a.  ෰֒঺ഽ֤֒ݺ    čധҪࢲܒĎ 
b.  ෰঺ഽ֤֒ݺ     č೷Ԣਔֻ၂۱׮Սo֒pĎ 




(6)  a.  ෰৘๨ؿ֤҂հ
   čധҪࢲܒĎ 
b.  ෰๨ؿ৘֤҂հ    čџეo๨ؿpิభĎ 
c.  ෰֥๨ؿ৘֤҂հ  čo֥pሳҬೆĎ 
 
(5)-(6) ෮սі֥ٳ༅م׻ࡌഡğ ֒ᇶე o෰p ࣅࢤџე o঺ഽa ๨ؿp ᆭൈđ ਆ۱ѩஆ֥ NP 
ᄝࢲܒഈႄఏਔᇗྍٳ༅čࠇᇗྍቆކĎطྙӮ၂۱଀Ս؋ეđՖط֝ᇁo֥pሳ֥Ҭೆğ  
 
(7)  NP1  NP2   [NP NP1 NP2]  [NP NP1 ֥ NP2] 
 




















(8)  a.    ෰ቋ༟ߋඔ࿐ 
b.    ෰ඔ࿐ቋ༟ߋ  
c.  *෰֥ඔ࿐ቋ༟ߋ 
 
(9)  a.    ໡ෂਔ၂Ч඀۳৙ඹ  
b.    ໡ෂਔ৙ඹ၂Ч඀  









(10)  a.  ୆ሼ୆֥ဝܱ֡đ໡ݖ໡֥׿ଡూb 
b.  ෰୑෰֥඀đ໡ඤ໡֥तb 
c.  ୆ݺݺ࢝୆֥ႇ໓ϔb 
d.  ୆࣡୆֥ቕđ෰ൕ෰֥ຯb 
e.  ୆஻୆֥ਟđ໡ഉ໡֥।b 
f.  ໡ૌ๝ၩٳ֡ဘᬘđ෰ಀ෰֥Кࣘđ໡߭໡֥ഈݚb 
 
(11)  a.   ෰५෰֥đ໡ཱ໡֥  
b.  ॹॹሼ୆֥ϔĆ 
c.  ୆ૌӹ୆ૌ֥đљ֩໡b 































҄ٳࢳູbecome + dead֥ࢲކbิԛᆃᇕुم֥ე࿽࿐ᆀᄪ୍ၛMcCawley (1969)aDowty 
(1979)ູսіbLarson (1988, 1991) ࿹࣮ႇე֥೘ჭඍՍđಪູgive, persuade, put֩׻ႋٳ
ࢳູਆ۱҆ٺb၇Larson֥ुمđJohn gave the student a book ֥ٳ༅ೂ༯๭෮ൕğ 
 
(12)           VP1 
         
        DP     V1’ 
         
   V1    VP2 
                               
    NP    V2’ 
        
          V2    NP 
 





V1҂ି׿৫ӮՍđ Ⴟ൞V2 ࣜݖނྏՍ၍໊ҀೆV1໊֥ᇂđ ࢲݔ֤ࣼ֞John gave the student 6 
a book ֥і૫ࢲܒbၹՎđі૫ओሰ๐֥֞චџ׮Ս give ఃൌ൞౞׮Սč[e]Ďაֆџ׮Ս
Ս۴ give ކや֥ࢲݔb 
  ᄝ Larson (1988) ֥๝ൈđHuangč1988, 1992Ď္ᄻิԛোර֥ࢲܒটٳ༅ݱე֥೏
ۄگൔ໌ეओčЇও׮ҀࢲܒაoЌ਽џეpओൔ֩Ďb
6 
  Larson (1988, 1991) ა Huangč1988, 1992ĎᆭުđՍၬٳࢳ৘ંႻ൳֞ᇗ൪đЇও
Hale and Keyser (1993, 2002), Chomsky (1995) აHuang (1994, 1997) ֩ྸ؟ቔᆀ׻ཌྷ࠿Ґ
Ⴈb෮໌౞׮Սđᄝეၬ֥ҪՑഈ൞ᆷଽݤֆՂやູྸ؟׮Ս෮܋Ⴕ֥oၹሰpეၬb၇
ऌ׮Ս֥ᇕোđ౞׮Ս֥ეၬॖၛ݂ବູ CAUSE, BECOME ބ DO  ೘োb
7 ၂Ϯᇁ׮ൔ׮
ՍॖၛٳࢳູŀCAUSE Đ ࣜဒčexperientialĎ aఏ൓činchoativeĎࠇ٤џ۬ čunaccusativeĎ
׮Սłđطࣜဒaఏ൓ࠇ٤џ۬׮ՍႻॖၛٳࢳູŀBECOMEĐሑ෿ՍčstativeĎՍ۴łb
ၹՎđႇ໓׮Ս thin ֥೘ᇕၩၬॖၛٳࢳೂ༯ğ 
 
(13)  a.  The soup is thin.    [thin]  čሑ෿ՍՍ۴Ď 
b.  The soup thinned.   [BECOME [thin]] 




(14)  a.  ෰֥ӈ്ޓپڶb  [پڶ] čሑ෿ՍՍ۴Ď 
b.  ෰֥ӈ്پڶਔb  [BECOME [پڶ]] 




ऌHale & Keyser ֥৘ંđᆃো౞׮Սႋھ൞ၛ଀Սྟࢲܒູఃџეđೂ cry ֩Ⴟodo a cry, 
make a cry, etc.pb၂Ϯა DO ๝ၬ֥ൌՍčࣉྛaቓaᆳྛĎ္׻ၛ଀Սྟࢲܒູఃџეb  
  ౞׮Ս֥ეၬೂՎđეمഈ֥іགྷᄵཞ၂ᇕྴՍčۿିٓԐ functional categoryĎა




഻০ 2004ĎbLarson ؓ give ֥ԩ৘֩Ⴟ൞Ϝ give ٳࢳູ CAUSE + HAVE ֥ቆކbܞݱე
Ⴕնਈ෮໌oീ൳๝Սp ֥གྷའđ࡮Ⴟೂ༯ᆃᇕ২ओğ 
 
(15)  ຦൱໡୤ရ೘తb 







(17)      VP1 
         
        DP     V1’ 
         
   V1    VP2 
                               
    NP    V2’ 
        
          V2    NP 
 






















(18)          VP1 
 
            NP              V’ 
 
            ୆          V1       GP 
 
                      DO          Spec           G’ 
   
                           ୆֥         G              VP2 
   
                        [e]                V2           NP 
 
 





GP (Gerundive Phrase) ֥קეđၛo୆֥pྙൔԛགྷđ֤֞o୆֥࢝ႇ໓pb ׮଀؋ეഈ
૫ߎႵ۱౞׮Սđఃეၬඋoᆳྛaࣉྛaቓa۞a୫pᆭোđ൞۱චჭඍՍčၛo୆p









(19)  a.   ୆  DO    ୆֥   ५      čധҪࢲܒĎ 
  b.   ୆  ५i     ୆֥     ti      č׮Սނྏ၍໊Ď 






(20)  a.  ෰  DO   ෰֥  ֒  ঺ഽ č֤ݺĎb    čധҪࢲܒĎ 
  b.  ෰  ֒i   ෰֥     ti   ঺ഽ č֤ݺĎb    č׮Սނྏ၍໊Ď 10 
  c.  [e]    ֒i  ෰֥     ti   ঺ഽ č֤ݺĎb    č൳൙ᇶეओ҄ᇧ၂ğᇶე೷੻Ď
  d.  [෰֥  t  ঺ഽ]j  ֒     tj     č֤ݺĎb    č൳൙ᇶეओ҄ᇧؽğџეิభĎ 














(8)  a.    ෰ቋ༟ߋඔ࿐ 
b.    ෰ඔ࿐ቋ༟ߋ  
c.  *෰֥ඔ࿐ቋ༟ߋ 
 
(9)  a.    ໡ෂਔ၂Ч඀۳৙ඹ  
b.  ໡ෂਔ৙ඹ၂Ч඀  






































Hale & Keyser č1993Ď ა೏ۄ֒ս࿐ᆀ֥ुمđ ე࿽Ⴕਆᇕओمğ Ս߸҆૊֥ओم čL-Syntax 






၂ᇕۿିٓԐ (functional category)đطՍ߸҆૊ህඳՍ߸ٓԐ (lexical category) ֥ളӮᄎ
ቔbߐओ߅ඪđགྷսݱეoເקეpࢲܒ֥གྷའॖၛ݂ၹႿ෱֥ۚ؇ࢳ༅ྟbࢳ༅ྟ֥֮
ე࿽ః S-Syntax ཌྷֹؓбࢠ൳ཋđၹՎ໭مؿᅚԛᆃᇕࢲܒb 







(22)  a.    ෰۞෰֥۪ྍ đ୆۞୆֥گܞ     č౞׮Ս ❆۞Ď 
b.  *෰__෰֥۪ྍ đ୆__୆֥گܞ     č౞׮Ս໭ეၻӮٺĎ 
c.    ෰۪෰֥ྍđ୆گ୆֥ܞ      čՍ۴Ҁೆ౞׮Ս໊ᇂĎ 
 12 
ਸ਼ຓđނྏ၍໊ߎॖၛࢳ൤೏ۄඃეٳ֥҃mၳӈnགྷའb໡ૌᆩ֡đඃეა၂Ϯ؋ეႵ
၂ཛᇗն֥҂๝đᄝႿඃე֥Ӯٺ҂ିႵ෮ᆷടbၹՎႇეඃე take advantage of  ᇏ֥  
advantage  ҂ିაקܳՍކႨđ҂ିቓหᆷ໙đ္҂ିࡆၛᇶี߄ğ 
 
(23)  a.    John took advantage of Bill. 
b.  *John took this advantage of Bill. 
c.  *Which advantage did John take of Bill? 






(24)  a.  ୆ᄸહ঺൞۵෰Ⴉᆃ۱ଏĤ 
b.  ୆ᆃ۱ଏႩ֤ᆇ҂൞ൈީb 
c.  ୤đ෰֚൞҂Ը֥b 

















6.  ଀ਈა׮ਈ 
 





(25)  a.  ၂۱ದaਆᆥгa೘෻࠹ෘࠏ 
    b.  ၂Жඣaਆտ૜a೘ࣀ໴޽ಽ 
 
(26)  a.  ӹਔ၂Ցaඤਔਆ߭a஝ഈݚ஝ਔඹ໴พ 
    b.  ඤਔ၂฿a֩ਔਆ୍a࣡ቕਔඹ໴۱ᇒ๨ 
 
(27)  a.  ϖԄۚaӉੂᅪ 
    b.  ਆ۱ದۚa೘۴ݐሰčପહĎӉ 
 
֒ս࿐ᆀ၂Ϯ׻ಪ്֞଀Սඔਈࢲܒॖၛ၇଀Ս֥ॖඔაڎٳӮোଢՍ (classifier) ა؇ਈ





(28)  a.  *ਆᆥ֥гa*၂ն۱ದa*೘۱֥࿐ള 







(29)  ໡ૌ໭مಧ൳෰ૌ֥؟Ցೠಠb 






(31)  ෰ुਔ೘฿඀b 





(33)      ෰ुਔ೘฿֥඀b 
(34)  ?*෰ӏਔਆՑ֥ۣb 
 







(35)  ෰৵၂ٳᇒ֥඀׻ીुݖb 
(36)  ෰ૌ஻ਔਆ୍֥ਟa೘୍֥।b 






(38)  ໡቏฿֐ਔਆՑۑౖa೘Ցࠝ෰b 
(39)  ෰৵၂ՑКࣘ׻ીಀݖb 
(40)  ෰ᇾਔਆ୍Кࣘa೘୍ഈݚb 










    ᄝՍၬٳࢳაނྏ၍໊֥ٳ༅ᆭ༯đ ᆃུࢲܒ׻൞ނྏ׮Սഈ၍෮֤֥֞і૫ࢲܒb
ၛč33Ďູ২đ໡ૌ֥ٳ༅Ⴕೂ༯ඍğ 15 
 
(42)          VP 
  
     NP          V’ 
 
     ෰      V          GP 
 
         DO        Spec           G’ 
   
                              ೘฿֥           G               VP 
 
                        [e]     V             NP 
 














  ֌໡ૌ္֤ӵಪč31-32ĎߎႵਸ਼၂۱ࢲܒbᆃ৚໡ૌခႨKung (1993)aTang (1990)
֥ඪمࡼč31-32Ďٳ༅ೂ༯ğ 16 
 
(43)          VP 
  
     NP          V’ 
 
     ෰      V          VP 
 
         DO        Spec           V’ 
   
                                                D/FP    V’ 
 
                     ೘฿     V             NP 
                     ਆՑ     
                         ु             ඀ 















(44)  a.  ෰ၘࣜुਔ೘฿ପЧ඀ਔb 
b.  ෲ၂܋ӏਔਆՑପ൮ۣb 










(45)  a.  ෲ၂฿඀׻ી୑ݖb 
b.  ෰ਆՑۣ׻ીӏӮۿb 
c.  ෰೘Ցૅݓ׻ᇾਔޓࣲb 
e.  ෰໴พഈݚ׻ಀ֤ޓྌ७b 
 
(46)  a.  *෰၂฿ପЧ඀׻ીुݖb 
b.  *෰ਆՑପ൮ۣ׻ӏ֤ޓࣚґb 




(47)  a.  ෲुਔਆ۱ᇒ๨֥඀b 
b.  ෰၂܋ᇾਔ໴୍֥ഈݚb 
 
(48)  a.  *෰ुਔਆ۱ᇒ๨֥ପЧ඀b
18 







(49)  α ॖ၍໊đື೏ α = XP ࠇ X
0 
 











    གྷᄝটॉ੮ŀ׮ਈĐNPłაŀ׮ਈĐDPł֥ਆཛ౵љb໡ૌಪູᆃਆཛ౵љॖၛ
݂Ⴟ၂ओ߅ğŀ׮ਈĐNPłॖၛ֒ቔ׮଀؋ეđŀ׮ਈĐDPł҂ିb္ࣼ൞ඪğ 
 























ჰᄵđطႋھႮః෰۷ࠎЧ֥ჰᄵဆၶطটb൮༵đࡼ GP ၛ༯֥ VP ཋᇅႿ V+NP ط҂
൞ V+DP ᄝ৘ંഈႵ൉હၩၬĤֻؽđູ൉હݱეॖၛႵᆃᇕ GP ֤ၛᄯӮᆃུເקეओ
ൔĤ 
໡ૌಪູđ NP ა DP ֥ᇶေٳљđބ෱ૌ֥ეၬো྘čsemantic typeĎႵܱbྙൔ
ეၬ࿐ಪູ DP ॖၛᆷടದ൙ൈֹ໾֩đఃეၬো྘൞ൌุčentityĎđ֌ܻۄ NP ෮ᆷട
֥൞၂ᇕඋྟčpropertyĎđఃეၬো྘උ၂ᇕݦႋčfunctionĎđა໌ეোරbၹՎ DP ၂
Ϯॖቓંჭ čargumentĎ đ ֌ NP ᆺିቔູඍე čpredicate)đ ೂNP o঺ഽp = λx ŀ঺ഽ ŀxł ł b
׮Սඍეࡆഈ଀Սඍე֤ࣼ֞၂۱oگൔඍეpčcomplex predicateĎbၹՎđoઙ඀p֥
o඀p ཌྷ֒Ⴟႇ໓ book-buying ৚૫ପ۱ܻۄ଀Ս bookđ ᄝओمഈ҂ෘ၂۱ંჭb  ౨ᇿၩđ
໡ૌᆃ৚෮ඪ֥ܻۄ NP Їݣ௴๙଀ՍაህႵ଀Սb ህႵ଀Սॖၛ֒ંჭ္ॖၛቔູඍეb
ႇ໓ They criticized Bush ᇏ֥ Bush ൞۱ંჭđ֌׮଀Ս Bush-bashing ᇏ֥ Bush ႋෘ൞گ
ൔඍე֥၂҆ٺb๝৘đoّ҃aႚॏa஻।pᇏ֥ህႵ଀Ս္ॖၛ҂൞ओمҪՑഈ֥ં
ჭbህႵ଀Ս೏ᄝ N ֥ᆦ஥ᆭ༯đ൞၂ᇕඍՍđ೏၍ೆDᆭ༯đࣼ൞ંჭਔbႵܱݱეDP
აNP֥ࢲܒ౨ҕु Lič1999Ďა Huang, Li & Lič2008Ďֻϖᅣb 
่ࡱč50ĎᄍྸགྷսݱეॖၛႨŀV+NPłቔູ၂۱گൔඍეやࡆၛ׮଀߄Ӯູ၂





ཌྷؓႿགྷսݱეđ ႇეაܞսݱეႵཌྷ֒پڶ֥ L-Syntax, ྸ؟׮ՍॖၛᄝՍ߸҆૊ஊളط
Ӯčೂ phone, fish, joke ބo׈a჋a༤p֩׻ॖၛቓ׮ՍႨđఃটჷ൞ՍمஊളĎđ֌གྷ
սݱეಌഒཌྷႋ֥ஊളՍمđ෮ၛႨoյ׈߅aѽ჈aषທཱpᆃোگൔඍეটіղ๝ဢ
֥ۀ୑b෮໌گൔඍეčcomplex predicate, complex verb) ࣼ൞ၛ؋ე֥൭؍টіղཌྷ֒Ⴟ





(51)  a.  *෰۞ਔ೘୍֥࢝ႇ໓b 
  b.  *෰֥ሼဝܱ֡č҂෾ކൡĎb 










(54)  My having five sons is like the heart’s having four supports. 
 
ᆃᇕࢲܒఠട֞бགྷսݱე۷ູپڶ౏ࡲಆ֥oն GPpđ҂๝Ⴟ൳ཋႿ่ࡱ (50) ֥oཬ
VPpđၹູ׮Սᆭު֥џეॖၛ൞ᆜ۱ DP: 
 
(55)  Your having reported all those 5 funny stories to John surprised me. 

ູޅགྷսݱე҂ି൐Ⴈᆃᇕࡲಆ֥oᇶᆭ໌pࢲܒ଻Ĥ໡ૌಪູᆃ္൞ჷႿགྷսݱე֥ۚ



















(57)  ෰৵၂฿׻ીᇾݖഈݚb 










(59)      ഈݚ෰৵၂฿׻ીᇾݖb 
(60)        ෰ഈݚ৵၂฿׻ીᇾݖb 
(61)      *৵၂฿෰ഈݚ׻ીᇾݖb 






    ਸ਼ຓđ္Ⴕದᆷԛđᄝo෰ಀਔਆՑ୧ჿpᇏ֥oਆՑ୧ჿp္҂၂ק٤ुӮ؋ე
҂ॖđၹູᆃ۱২ሰॖၛ؎ओೂ༯ğ 
 








(64)   ෰ಀਔਆՑ୧ჿđ೘Ց෻Кb 















8.   ࢲე 
   
ሸކၛഈ෮ඍđЧ໓෮ษં֥གྷའ׻ॖၛ݂ବູ၂ᇕओمބეၬ޺႘҂ؓӫ֥໙ีbჰট
ᆷӫ۱ุčindividualĎ֥଀Ս؋ეᄝओمі૫ഈ൳֞קეࠇᆷൕე֥ྩ൥đ֌ᆃུקეބ
























                                                 








3   ჰ൞ொᆞࢲܒ֥o࣡ቕpཁಖၘࣜၹࢲܒো๷đطၛ׮џࢲܒᇂೆč10dĎb 
 
4   ࠧ෮໌֥o୸वଚ฽֗pčOccam’s RazorĎb৘ં࿊ᄴđ౼ఃࣚᆀđ೏٤сေđႋ༑
ัԢb္ࣼ൞೪࠙࿲Ⴈ୤֥֗ၩනb 
 
5   ࿐ࢸϜᆃᇕࢲܒӫູoLarson ൦֥ VP ॔ࢲܒpčLarsonian VP shellĎb 
 
6   ູਔЌӻྛ໓֥ੀӎđᆃ৚҂ቓབྷ༥֥ᇗඍbHuangč1988a1992Ď࿹࣮ݱე֥໌ე
ࢲܒđᆷԛ༯ਙ۲ᇕči-iiiĎओൔ׻ఠട֞׮Ս֥၍໊ğ 
 
      (i)    ᆃࡱ൙ࠗ׮֤৙ඹੀԛਔငৌb 
      (ii)    ᅦ೘५֤৙ඹޓഄྏb 
      (iii)   ᅦ೘յਔ৙ඹ၂۱عܻb 
 
    ၛčiiiĎູ২đఃധҪࢲܒႋೂčivĎ෮ൕğ 
 
        (iv)  ᅦ೘ ńń ৙ඹqյਔ၂۱عܻr 
 
    oյਔ၂۱عܻp൞۱گൔඍეđၛo৙ඹpູఃџეbџეބᇶეᆭࡗႵ۱౞׮Ս
֥ॢ໊đᇶေ׮Սoյਔp၍ೆҀ໊ᆭު֤ࣼ֞čiiiĎb๝ဢֹđči-iiĎᇏ֥o৙ඹp
္൞׮Ҁگൔඍე֥џეđ׮Սభ၍ᆭު֤֞ਔі૫֥Ս྽b 
   
7   ߎॖၛਸ਼ᄹ၂োğ BE ࠇ HOLD čҕParsons 1990Ď b ᆃඹো౞׮ՍٳљაVendler (1967) 
֥ඹো׮Ս௜ྛđ ॖၛ൪ູླྀᇹܒӮAccomplishment, Achievement, Activity, State ֩໌
ე֥ᇹ׮Սđ္ॖၛुӮ۳׮Սٳো֥োଢՍčclassifierĎbՖᆃ۱ܴׄটඪđ౞׮
ՍᆭႿ׮Սđॖၛඪ൞ބ଀ਈՍo۱aЧa઻p֩ᆭႿ଀Սཌྷӫ֥bۚૼऺaᅵჭ಩
༵ളᄪ୍čೂ Chao 1948Ďࠧࡼ Classifier ਸ਼଀ູoᇹ଀ՍpbၛՎো๷đ଀ਈՍ္ॖ
ӫູo౞଀Սpਔbᆃ۱ुم҂ᆺᄝܴ୑ഈඪ֤๙đՖეো࿐ބ৥ൎეم֥࢘؇টु
္ᅟ֤ᇾ࢖b၂Ϯ൐Ⴈᇹ଀Ս֥ე࿽đ္նਈ൐ႨčႵეၻӮٺ֥Ď౞׮Սbࣼ৥ൎ24 




8   Ԣਔіൕᄼაaሿࢹaઙછ֩ၩၬ֥೘ჭඍՍᆭຓđ၂్࡙ᆷ൐ၢაࣜဒđࠇ൐ၢა
ఏ൓֥࡙ো׮Ս္׻උീ൳๝Ս֥২ሰb ൙ൌഈđ Ф׮ൔఃൌაࣜဒൔa ఏ൓ൔ၂ဢđ
׻උቔ۬ൔčergative constructionĎ֥၂ᇕđၹՎၛ၂۱ֆՍ࡙ᆷ൐ၢაФ׮֥གྷའ






get: John got Bill killed ൞൐ၢ, John got killed  ᄵ൞Ф׮Ġم໓֥ faire ္Ⴕোර֥࡙ো
ႨمĎbࢹሱέغ෼ე༢ᆭඪđෘ൞ച࣍౰ჹਔb 
 
9   ၇๭ č18Ď෮ൕđ׮Սቆ൮༵൳֞׮଀߄đቔູ GP ֥၂۱ӮٳbೂՎॖၛіղğؓ
ଽط࿽o࢝pಯ൞۱׮ՍčॖၛႵᆰࢤџეѩڮჍџ۬Ďđ֌ؓຓط࿽ᆜ۱ VP აః
ᇶეᄵܒӮ၂۱଀Սྟ؋ეčطၛਵඋ۬؋ეቔఃקეĎbᆃ৚෮ࡌק֥׮଀؋ეđ
໡ૌູࡥ߄ษંᆰࢤၛ GP টଁ଀b֌ൌ࠽ഈ໡ૌಪູ GP ಯ൞၂۱ᇶ໌ࢲܒđᆺ҂
ݖఃᇏྏეऎႵ଀ՍྟӮٳŀ-V, +Nłb္ࣼ൞ඪđGP උႿ၂ᇕ IP/TPbᆃᇕुمᄍ
ྸ໡ૌၛਆ۱ՍোඋྟŀαV, βNłট૭ඍႇე֥ඹᇕᇶ໌ࢲܒओൔbཋקሰओᇏྏე 
ൈᇅՍ෍ -ed ູ֩׮Սྟŀ+V, -Nłđ׮଀ࢲܒᇏྏე -ing ູ଀Սྟŀ-V, +Nłđ ٳ
Սࢲܒ čparticiples) ᇏྏე -ing ࠇ -en ູྙಸՍྟ ŀ+V, +Nł đ ҂קՍࢲܒᇏྏე to ູ
ࢺՍྟŀ-V, -Nłbᆃᇕुمა Abney (1987) ֥ࡌק੻Ⴕ҂๝bAbney ࡼ׮଀ՍՍሗ
ᇂႿཋקՍ D ᆭ༯đϜᆜ۱׮଀ࢲܒ൪ູ DPđЧ໓ᄵ൪׮଀ࢲܒູ၂ᇕऎႵ଀Սྟ
֥ओሰbਆᇕुم޺࡮Ӊ؋đၹః౵љ҂႕ཙЧ໓ᇶᆻđᄝՎ҂ࣉ၂҄ษંb 












                                                                                                                                                            
11   Ⴕದಪູओ (21) ္ॖၛႵເקე֥ࢳ൤b ໡ૌᄡӮđ หљ൞൳֞ “࣐ܵ”෮ྩ൥ൈğ  “୆
࣐ܵ༟ߋ୆֥඀Їϔ”b֌ᆃ৚o༟ߋ” ၘࣜ֒ቔ၂ᇕ׮෿׮Սট൐ႨਔbೂݔႨ “٤
ӈ” টಒק “༟ߋ” ᆷടሑ෿đᄵथ໭ເקე֥ࢳ൤ğ“෰٤ӈ༟ߋ෰֥඀Їđ໡٤ӈ
༟ߋ໡֥г๣”b 
 
12   ֒ಖđбఏྸ؟ྙ෿ე࿽čၬն০ეaمეaঘנე֩Ďႇე֥ࢳ༅ྟߎෘ൞ઠ֥ۚb  
 
13   ሱಖე࿽Ⴕྸ؟োර֥ॴো๙ᄵđᆃ൞ Chomsky ᄪ୍č1970ĎࢣൕoXѓۗp৘ંൈ
หၩᆷԛট֥b҂ݖؓႿඔਈࢲܒ֥ॴোགྷའđԮ๤ݱე࿹࣮ᄪၘႵՎुمb 
 




15   ӈ࡮֥২ሰߎႵo෰Ⴉਔ໡၂ଏa෰ཬਔ൅ٳᇒ֥ьa၂฿ଽԛਔ໴Ց܀p֩bྚྋ
୯ൖߎิ܂ਔቋ࣍Б़ഈ֥ൌ২ğoഈਔ൅೘୍٠pčႵ၂໊ଛ౔ظሰФյඵđิሢ
ظሰದ๨ഈ٠൅೘୍Ⴟࣂ୍Ⴕਔഈ٠ࢲݔĎb࡮ 2004.7.10 ഈݚഽնתٚე࿽࿐ຩᅟb  
 








(i)  a.  ෲ DO ೘Ց५b    čധҪࢲܒĎ 
  b.  ෲ५೘Ցb    čނྏ၍໊Ď 
 
(ii)  a.  ෲ DO ਆՑյᅦ೘b  čധҪࢲܒĎ 
  b.  ෲյਔਆՑᅦ೘b  čނྏ၍໊Ď 
 
(iii)  a.  ෲ DO ਆՑյᅦ೘b  čധҪࢲܒĎ 
  b.  ෲ DO ᅦ೘ਆՑյb  čџეิభĎ 






                                                                                                                                                            
 









(i)  a.  *ෲुਔ೘Ց֥ପЧ඀b 





(ii) a.  *ෲ၂ٳᇒ֥ପЧ඀׻ીुݖb 





19   ᆃ۱сေ่ࡱఃൌ္൞ओم࿐࢝॓඀৚ӈซ֥֞b২ೂthe short men ބshort men׻൞
؋ეđ ၹູਆᆀ׻ॖၛѩਙ či-iiĎ đ ֌ᆺႵඋቋն๧ഝ֥ᆜ۱଀Ս؋ეॖၛิభ čiii-ivĎ ğ  
 
(i)    I like the short men and the tall women. 
(ii)     I like the short men and tall women. 
(iii)     The short men, I like. 
(iv)    *Short men, I like the. 
 
20   ໡ૌ෮໌֥oཬ GPpࠇႋ൪ູ၂۱ NPđఃᇏྏეඋႿč҂ݣეၻ֥ĎN-Սሗđط҂
൞ G-Սሗb ၹՎđ ׮Ս၍ೆ N ުߎॖၛ࠿࿃၍ೆഈ૫֥౞׮Ս໊ᇂđ ၹູ V-to-N-to-V 
ᆺఠട֞ൌՍٓԐđや҂ິّo༵ஊളު౷ᅼp(derivation before inflection) ֥ჰᄵđ






                                                                                                                                                            
21   ၛ༯൞ᆌؓᄝЧ໓ቓ१๨Бۡᆭު෮๐֞đაުটᄝຩഈ෮ु֥֞ၩ࡮෮ቓ֥ӳౢđ
༐ຬႵᇹႿࣂު֥ࣉ၂҄ษંb 
 
22  ֌o෰ૌ࣡ਔਆ฿đቕpაoൕਔ೘฿đຯpරެ׻ޓ଴ࢤ൳b 
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